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Abstract

Proxy mobile IPv6 plays a significant role in optimizing the performance of mobile IPv6 and achiev-
ing the support for network mobility management. But the open nature and lack of security consider-
ation result in potential threat. The requirement of the real-time application of mobile node leads us
to develop a handover authentication scheme which satisfies certain security and efficiency needs. In
this paper, based on the 2-HIBS scheme, the handover authentication scheme is implemented by uti-
lizing hash-based message authentication code (HMAC). The proposed scheme makes an excellent
combination between initial access authentication and handover authentication procedures. We also
evaluate the handover authentication latency between our scheme and other authentication schemes.
The results show that our scheme has higher efficiency and lower communication cost than existing
ones.
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1 Introduction

Proxy Mobile IPv6 protocol[7] (PMIPv6) supports the mobility of IPv6 nodes by extending the signal
between mobile node (MN) and home agent (HA) in Mobile IPv6 protocol[3](MIPv6), which elimi-
nates the signal interaction between MN and HA. PMIPv6 plays a significant role in optimizing the
performance of Mobile IPv6 and achieving the support for network mobility management. Although
NETLMN presents the official standard of PMIPv6, which only ensures the continuous communication
of mobile users, the open nature and lack of security consideration result in potential threat. The security
of PMIPv6 is based on access security[9]. When MN accesses foreign network, mutual authentication
between MN and the proxy mobile entities is necessary. To satisfy the requirement of the real-time ap-
plication of MN, handover and authentication must occur simultaneously and possess high efficiency.
Thus, more efficient handover authentication schemes become a popular research issue.

In the existing research of PMIPv6 access authentication, [6] proposed a packet lossless PMIPv6
(PL-PMIPv6) which uses a buffer mechanism to prevent packet loss during handover, but the scheme
results in long handover latency. [5] proposed a certificated-based authentication scheme to provide
security for PMIPv6 (C-PMIPv6). Although this scheme ensures the security of the handover procedure,
it does not improve the situation of long handover latency and suffers from the packet loss problem. [11]
proposed a PMIPv6 authentication scheme based on Diameter protocol[4] where access authentication is
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achieved by pre-sharing the key between AAA[1] sever and proxy mobile entities. But the enhancement
of signal interaction between AAA sever and proxy mobile entities also reduces MN access efficiency.
[2] proposed a 2-HIBS scheme based on identity-based cryptography which efficiently eliminates the
signal interaction between access network and home network. However, it only presented an initial
access authentication scheme, no consideration of handover authentication issue.

In this paper, based on the 2-HIBS scheme, we propose a handover authentication scheme by utilizing
hash-based message authentication code (HMAC). The scheme eliminates the complicated calculation
process of bilinear pairing and makes an excellent combination between initial access authentication and
handover authentication procedures that contributes to achieving higher efficiency and lower communi-
cation cost. In addition, we also evaluate the handover authentication latency between our scheme and
other handover authentication schemes, which shows that our scheme owes excellent performance in
access authentication efficiency.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly describes PMIPv6 and 2-HIBS
scheme proposed in [2]. Section 3 shows initial access authentication scheme proposed in [2] and intro-
duces a handover authentication scheme based on HMAC. Section 4 evaluates the handover authentica-
tion latency between our scheme and other authentication schemes. Finally, we make a conclusion about
this paper in section 5.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 PMIPv6

All control messages and system status of PMIPv6 is managed and sustained by two news core entities in
the network. One is local mobility anchor (LMA). LMA is the topological anchor of the home network
prefix of MN and manages the binding status about MN. The other entity is mobile access gateway
(MAG). MAG is implemented on access router and executes mobility management instead of MN, so
that MN can gain mobility support without any configuration of mobility management protocol. Thus,
the complexity of MN’s protocol stack is reduced.

As shown in Figure. 1, network is divided into home domain and foreign domain. HLMA represents
home domain authentication sever while FLMA represents foreign domain authentication sever.

2.2 2-HIBS scheme

Proposed in [2], 2-HIBS is organized by five algorithms including Root-PKG Setup, Level-1-PKG Ex-
tract, Level-2-PKG Extract, Sign and Verify. The scheme owes two level of users. The first level user’s
identity is ID1={I1} and the second level user’s identity is ID2={I1,I2}, whereI1, I2 ∈ {0,1}∗. The main idea
about 2-HIBS is illustrated as below.

1. Root-PKG Setup
Generating the public parameters of the system;

2. Level-1-PKG Extract
Generating private key for the first level PKG such as FLMA and HLMA by using its own identity
information;

3. Level-2-PKG Extract
The first level PKG generates private key for the second level PKG such as MN and MAG, by
using the identity information of the second level PKG;
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Figure 1: Network architecture of PMIPv6

4. Sign
Signing message M in different ways in terms of signers’ identity;

5. Verify
Once receiving the signature of the message M under identity IDi(i∈{1,2}), the verification process
is started.

3 Access authentication scheme for PMIPv6

3.1 Notations and descriptions

To simplify the illustration of our scheme, some notations and descriptions are presented in Table. 1.

3.2 Initial access authentication scheme

As shown in Figure. 1, once MN leaves home domain and initially accesses MAG1 in foreign domain,
the initial access authentication will be triggered. The specific steps proposed in [2] are shown in Fig. 2.

1. MN→MAG1 : [ga,MNIn f o,T S1,σ1]
MN randomly chooses a∈ Zq∗, then generates the key agreement parameter ga and utilizes 2-HIBS
scheme to obtain the private key dIDMN to calculate the signature σ1 = SignMN dIDMN

(ga‖MNIn f o‖T S1).
ga, MNIn f o, T S1 and σ1 are assembled into an authentication request message REQ and is sent to
MAG1.

2. MAG1→ FLMA : {HNPMN‖ga}
After receiving REQ, MAG1 first verifies the freshness of T S1, if it is fresh, the identity infor-
mation IDMN = (IHLMA, IMN) is extracted from MNIn f o. According to the system parameter and
IDMN ,MAG1 verifies the signature: Veri f yMAG1 IDMN (σ1), if verification is done successfully, then
MN is regarded as a legal user. MAG1 extracts HNPMN from MNIn f o, then sends HNPMN through
PBU to FLMA.
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Table 1: Notations and description
Notations Descriptions

IDA The identity of entity A
IA Network access identifier of entity

A
MNIn f o Configuration information of MN

signA SK(M) Singer A use 2-HIBS algorithm to
generate signature under private

key SK on message M
Veri f yA IDB(σ) Singer A use 2-HIBS algorithm to

verify signature σ under the
identity of B(IDB)

KA−B The shared key between A and B
HMACKA−B(M) Using the shared key between A

and B calculates message M under
HMAC

Veri f yHKA−B(θ) Using the shared key between A
and B verifies result θ under

HMAC
A→ B{M} A sends message to B through

security channel
A→ B [M] A sends message to B through

public channel
HNPMN Home network prefix of MN
PFMN Address configuration policy file of

MN, including HNPMN and related
address configuration

TS The current timestamp
‖ Concatenate two messages

3. FLMA→MAG1 : {PFMN ,gb}
After receiving PBU, FLMA extracts HNPMN and checks whether this HNPMN is in the binding
cache entry (BCE), if HNPMN already exists in BCE and the corresponding MN is different from
the request one, MAG1 sends PBA message to reject this access. Otherwise, FLMA randomly
chooses b ∈ Zq∗, calculates key negotiation parameter gb and the shared key KFLMA−MN = gab,
then saves KFLMA−MN to the local BCE. Finally, FLMA stores the network prefix distributed to MN
and the address configuration strategy PFMN . FLMA sends PFMN , gb through the PBA message
back to MAG1.

4. MAG1→MN : [PFMN , IDMAG1 ,g
b,T S2,σ2]

After receiving PBA, MAG1 extracts PFMN and gb, calculates the shared key KMN−FLMA = gab and
keeps it locally. Then MAG1 generates the signature σ2 = SignMAG1 dIDMAG1

(gb‖PFMN‖IDMAG1‖T S2).

Finally, PFMN , IDMAG1 ,g
b,T S2 and σ2 are assembled into routing announcement message RA and

is sent to MN.

5. MN
Upon receiving RA, MN first checks the freshness of T S2, if it is fresh, MN extracts information
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Figure 2: Initial access authentication procedure

from RA and verifies signature σ2 according to IDMAG1 and system parameter:Veri f yMN IDMAG1
(σ2).

If the verification success, MN makes sure to access a legal MAG and configures its IPv6 address
according to PFMN. Meanwhile, MN calculates KMN−FLMA = gab and saves the results in terms of
gb to complete the mutual authentication.

3.3 Handover authentication scheme

As shown in Figure. 1, while MN roams to MAG2 from MAG1 in foreign domain, handover authentica-
tion is triggered. We propose a handover authentication scheme based on HMAC by using the shared
key between MN and FLMA which is generated from the initial access authentication procedure. The
specific steps are shown in Figure. 3:

1. MN→MAG2 : [MNIn f o,T S3,σ3]
Using HMAC algorithm, MN calculates σ3 = HMACKMN−FLMA(MNIn f o‖T S3) by utilizing MNIn f o,
T S3 and the shared key KMN−FLMA generated during initial authentication phase. Then, MNIn f o,
T S3 and σ3 are assembled into an authentication request message REQ which is sent to MAG2.

2. MAG2→ FLMA : {HNPMN}
After receiving REQ, MAG2 first verifies the freshness of T S3. If it is fresh, HNPMN is extracted
from MNIn f o. Then, MAG2 sends HNPMN through PBU to FLMA and requests the shared key
KMN−FLMA.

3. FLMA→MAG2 : {PFMN ,KFLMA−MN}
After receiving PBU, FLMA extracts HNPMN from PBU and removes the shared key KMN−FLMA

from BCE. Then, FLMA sends PFMN and KMN−FLMA through the PBA message back to MAG2.
At the same time, the access router information of MN stored in BCE is updated.

4. MAG2→MN : [PFMN ,T S4,σ4]
After receiving PBA, MAG2 verifies σ3: Veri f yKFLMA−MN (σ3) by using KMN−FLMA extracted from
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Figure 3: Handover authentication procedure

PBA. if the verification is done successfully, MN is regarded as a legal user .Then, MAG2 cal-
culates σ4: σ4 = HMACKFLMA−MN (PFMN‖T S4). Finally, PFMN ,T S4,σ4 are assembled into routing
announcement message RA and is sent to MN. At the same time, KMN−FLMA is stored locally.

5. MN
Upon receiving RA, MN checks the freshness of T S4. If it is fresh, MN verifies σ4 :Veri f yKFLMA−MN (σ4)
by using KMN−FLMA. If the verification success, MN makes sure to access legal MAG2 and config-
ures its IPv6 address according to HNPMN in PFMN .

4 Performance analysis

Authentication latency is defined as the interval from that MN received the first broadcast message after
accessing foreign domain to that the mutual authentication between MN and access network is finished.
In addition, authentication latency plays a significant role in the performance of mutual access authentica-
tion schemes. In the existing access authentication schemes for PMIPv6, the authentication information
of MN is stored in home domain or remote sever: AAA sever. In order to achieve access authentication,
MN must interact with home domain or remote sever which increases authentication latency in pace with
the enhancement of distance between home domain and foreign domain. Consequently, the number of
interactions among MAG, LMA and AAA sever becomes the important factor to affect the authentication
latency.

As shown in Table. 2, Tma refers the number of interactions between MAG and AAA sever; Tla
means the number of interactions between LMA and AAA sever; Tml means the number of interactions
between MAG and LMA sever. HLMA in OTK[8] severs as AAA sever that authenticates MN. Com-
pared with other schemes such as APFP[11],CSS[10],OTK in terms of Tma, Tla and Tml , our handover
scheme achieves local authentication and eliminates communication latency cost between itself and re-
mote sever. Thus, our scheme presents excellent performance in authentication latency than other ones.
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Table 2: Comparative results of authentication efficiency among different schemes
Authentication Scheme Tma Tla Tml

APFP 2 2 2
CSS 2 0 2
OTK 0 2 2

This paper 0 0 2

5 Conclusions

Access authentication is an essential and necessary approach to address the security problem of PMIPv6
in the situation that authentication is triggered simultaneously with handover. In this paper, we propose
a handover authentication scheme to eliminate the interactions between access network and home net-
work. Compared with other similar schemes, our scheme efficiently improves the efficiency of handover
authentication.

In the future research, we will optimize the details of our scheme to further enhance the authentication
efficiency.
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